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The authors systematically characterize the ultrafast gain and index recovery of a quantum dash
semiconductor optical amplifier after it has amplified a strong femtosecond pulse. The results show
a recovery dominated by a fast time constant of 1.4 ps with an ultimate recovery taking place on a
150 ps time scale. The results are distinctly different from the recovery of quantum dot amplifiers
and reflect the special density of states of the quantum-wire-like dashes. © 2006 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2337881�
Low-dimensional quantum dash �Qdash� and quantum
dot �Qdot� optoelectronic devices have proven to exhibit a
number of unique properties allowing for improved perfor-
mance and different applications compared to bulk and quan-
tum well based devices. The properties of Qdot based de-
vices have been intensely studied.1,2 Less work has been
done on InAs Qdashes grown on InP substrates, but this sys-
tem also exhibits promising results3,4 at the important wave-
length around 1.55 �m. An important question arises there-
fore as to which extent zero-dimensional Qdot properties are
to be found in Qdash structures, where the gain material is
wirelike �elongated dots� and thus quasi-one-dimensional. It
was shown by Dery et al.5 that the gain properties of a Qdash
amplifier bear the distinct fingerprint of a quantum-wire-like
density of states.

In this letter we present results of ultrafast pump-probe
spectroscopy on a Qdash amplifier operating in the 1.55 �m
region. This type of experiment, where gain and index
changes of a Qdash semiconductor optical amplifier �SOA�
are measured with high time resolution, is particularly useful
in assessing the dynamical processes and characteristic times
associated with carrier relaxation and gain recovery. Such
information sheds light on the ultimate device limitations
dictated by the dynamics of Qdash gain materials.

The device under investigation is a 1.4 mm long single-
mode ridge-waveguide SOA with an active layer consisting
of four sheets of self-assembled InAs/ InGaAlAs Qdashes.3

Antireflection coatings of the device facets reduce feedback
to a level below 0.1% and thus inhibit lasing. The amplified
spontaneous emission �ASE� spectrum shows ground-state
emission in the 1550 nm range �see inset of Fig. 1�. The ASE
spectrum of a Qdash SOA comparable to the one studied in
this letter was analyzed by Dery et al.5 who found that only
a quantum-wire-like density of states could provide a quan-
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titative explanation of the observed spectrum and its depen-
dence on injected current. The large inhomogeneous Qdash
broadening allow for low cross-talk amplification of wave-
length division multiplexed signals.6

The small signal modal gain of the device as function of
current was measured at 1525, 1560, and 1596 nm �Fig. 1�.
Before saturation the differential gain at 1560 nm is higher
than at 1520 nm, reflecting that energetically lower states are
responsible for the gain at this longer wavelength. The slow
and gradual gain saturation with current rather resembles
bulk or shallow InAs/GaAs QD SOAs �Ref. 7� than deeply
confined Qdot SOAs,8 indicating a strong coupling between
the active states in the Qdashes and the surrounding con-
tinuum states. In this respect it should be noted that the
maximum gain even at high currents is significantly smaller
than the maximum absorption at zero bias, indicating a prob-
lem of reaching complete inversion of the active states in this
structure, which also points to a strong coupling between the
active states and the continuum in the barriers.7

Gain and phase changes of a weak probe pulse following
a stronger pump pulse in the Qdash SOA are measured in a

FIG. 1. �Color online� Small signal SOA gain at three different wavelengths.
The ASE spectrum of the device at bias current from 25 to 150 mA in steps

of 25 mA is shown in the inset.
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degenerate, heterodyne pump-probe setup with pump-probe
pulse length of 150 fs �see Ref. 9 for the method and Ref. 10
for details of the setup�.

Figure 2�a�, left axis, shows the measured gain dynam-
ics. The device was probed at 1523 nm which corresponds to
the gain maximum at 150 mA bias current. The Qdash re-
covery proceeds in two distinctly different steps: first a fast
component with a characteristic time of ca. 1.6 ps, which is
responsible for the majority of the recovery, and second a
slower component with a characteristic time of ca. 130 ps.
The fast component is ascribed to a combination of carrier
relaxation where occupied, higher-lying dash carriers relax
into the active states and carrier capture from barrier states
into the dash. The slow component is ascribed to the recov-
ery of the total carrier density of the device, i.e., determined
by the effective carrier lifetime of the component. This pic-
ture fits well with the results of Ref. 11. The interpretation is
further supported by the fact that at longer wavelengths the
gain recovers nearly completely through the fast component
�Fig. 3�, since the states responsible for amplification at the
longer wavelengths are placed relatively close to the band
edge and thus only influenced little by carrier density varia-
tion at this current. A generally striking feature of the gain
recovery in Fig. 2 is the large magnitude of the fast compo-
nent compared to the slow component, which resembles the
behavior seen in Qdot devices.8,12

The recovery time constants of the Qdash component in
the gain regime do not show any significant dependence on
bias current, as shown in Fig. 2�b�. This constancy of relax-
ation times suggests that phonon scattering �see, e.g., Ref.
13� may be the dominating mechanism for dash relaxation
and capture also in the Qdash case.12 A small variation of the

FIG. 3. �Color online� Characteristic gain recovery times of Qdash SOA
�upper panel� as function of wavelength and relative amplitude of fast com-
ponent to total gain recovery as function of wavelength in SOA �lower

panel�. Current is fixed at 150 mA. The lines are guides to the eyes.
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Qdash SOA recovery times was seen with wavelength �Fig.
3�. This behavior reflects the large inhomogeneous broaden-
ing of the Qdash ensemble probed in the experiment and is
similar to what has been observed in Qdots.12

The results of Figs. 2 and 3 also indicate an effective
carrier lifetime, which is longer than what is seen in typical
bulk SOAs of the same length, which is most likely caused
by the smaller modal gain in the Qdash component. The
lower gain thus results in less ASE per unit length and con-
sequently in a longer stimulated emission time of the carriers
even in a long device. However, the nature of the continuum
states of Qdash, from which carriers are fed into the active
states, is not yet well understood, and further material engi-
neering may strongly affect the time constant.

The phase dynamics plotted in Fig. 2�a� is more complex
than the corresponding gain changes. Firstly we note an in-
stantaneous component occurring only when the pump and
probe are arriving at the same time. Such instantaneous in-
dex nonlinearities are ascribed to the Stark and Kerr
effects.14 After this initial spike in the phase trace, we see
carrier cooling effect as a slow phase increase until ca. 2 ps.
The long-time phase recovery is given by an exponential
decay with the same characteristic time scale as the corre-
sponding gain recovery �see Fig. 2�b��. This behavior sug-
gests that the carrier distribution is in quasiequilibrium as the
carrier density recovers to its original value. The slow recov-
ery is much more dominating in the phase case compared to
the gain recovery. This difference in the behavior of the gain
and the phase is consistent with the fact that the refractive
index is strongly affected by changes of the population of the
states in neighboring dashes, any potential wetting layer,
and/or barrier regions, whereas only the population of the
active states affects the gain.

Figure 4 shows comparison of the gain and index recov-
ery traces to a reference Qdot SOA with an active layer of

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Gain and phase recovery of
Qdash SOA for the bias currents of 45, 75, 100, and
150 mA at a fixed wavelength of 1523 nm. �b� Fast and
slow recovery times from biexponential fit to gain and
phase recovery traces.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Comparison of Qdash and Qdot SOA pump-probe
traces. Both devices are electrically pumped to be high in the gain regime
and they are probed at their respective gain maxima. Upper panel: Gain
recovery. Qdot trace has been scaled to same gain compression at zero

pump-probe delay. Lower panel: Phase recovery.
AIP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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self-organized InAs/ InGaAs/GaAs Qdots.12,15 Both devices
are biased well above the transparency point and pumped
and probed at their respective gain maxima which are
1523 nm �Qdash� and 1260 nm �Qdot�. The Qdot component
is seen to have an initial recovery much faster than the Qdash
component. The very fast Qdot SOA recovery stems from
phonon-mediated carrier relaxation in the dots which effi-
ciently fills the depleted Qdot states and thereby closes the
spectral hole burned by the strong pump pulse.12 On an in-
termediate time scale of ca. 4 ps, the Qdot recovery consists
of a refilling of the dot by capture from the wetting layer.
Ultimately, the Qdot component recovers on an 80 ps time
scale. The Qdot gain recovery trace may thus only be fitted
with a triexponential function as opposed to the Qdash trace
which is well fitted with a biexponential. Qdots display dis-
crete energy levels and have only few states available for
carriers. The Qdashes, on the other hand, have a continuum
of states and no well-defined wetting layer. For this reason,
one may tentatively suggest that the fast 1.6 ps recovery time
seen in the Qdash component reflects that the intradash re-
laxation and capture processes are mixed together.

Bulk devices may show a very fast component, which in
that case is interpreted as a combination of spectral hole
burning and two-photon absorption.14 However, in that case,
the recovery time is governed by the carrier-carrier scattering
time of the order of 50–100 fs, whereas here it is more than
a picosecond long. Together with the Qdash size quantization
in one dimension, which leads to a quantum-wire-like den-
sity of states, these features allow for a much more effective
spectral hole burning compared to bulk devices. The effect
may be utilized in devices for all-optical signal processing,
although this requires more characterization and a better un-
derstanding of the dynamics on the long time scale, when the
device responds to a long train of short pulses.11

The investigated Qdash components show a much larger
phase response compared to the Qdot component. This sug-
gests a larger linewidth enhancement factor �LEF� of this
component compared to the Qdot SOA. This behavior is in
agreement with expectations from the tail toward high en-

ergy in the quantum-wire density of states. A large LEF leads
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to chirp in the amplified pulse and limits the component’s
use in high speed systems. It is, however, well known that
the Qdot LEF depends strongly on the detailed energy level
structure and may show values ranging from approximately
zero to values comparable to that found in quantum well
based devices, and such a variation would also be expected
from Qdash based components with different energy
structures.

This work was financially through the IST project
BigBand.
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